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We are bringing in more brands such as Charge Speed and JDM FRP from Japan which pushed fiberglass quality Body Kits to the next level. Clayton Walters, co-owner and founder of Clayton Off Road, began operations in a one-car garage, designing and manufacturing rocker-panel protection and bumpers for his own personal vehicle, a Jeep ZJ. Kiwi
3 has all of the features of Kiwi 2+ as well as being:4 times faster than the closest competitorCompatible with Android, iOS/iPhone, AND Windows MobileUltra low power consumption (0.2 Watts active, 0.05 Watts sleep)Ultra low profile (0.7” out of the OBD port)Automatically reconnects upon starting the vehicleLighting, wheels, aftermarket parts
and more.Since 2001, Clayton Off Road has been setting the standards for long-arm suspension kits. This also lead to our involvment with 2Fast 2Furious, the second movie of The Fast and The Furious movies, to supply our high quality products for their 4 cars including the infamous Suki's Honda S-2000, Ludacris's Acura NSX, Wide Body Toyota
Supra and Mazda RX-7. Our unique lighting products include Projector Headlights, LED Tail Lights, LED Light Bar and Sealed Beam Headlight Conversion. Projector headlights have become popular in recent years, and some car manufacturers use projector headlights as standard. We are in constant pursuit of the newest R&D and ensuring
unmatched quality, and we hope you can follow us in that pursuit. Trail Duty carries the names you know and trust; Poison Spyder, Teraflex, Poly Performance, Currie, Gobi, Tom Woods, RCV, BrandMotion, Vizualogic, Cognito, Fox, Bilstein, EVO, RockHard4x4, Superior, SuperChips, Warn, and many more. Whatever Subaru vehicle you have -- the
Outback, Legacy, Impreza, Impreza WRX, Tribeca, Forester -- we can supply you with all the replacement parts you need at discount internet prices.We work hard to keep our Subaru parts and accessories catalog current and accurate. Nowaday, new truck models are bigger and taller, factory side mirrors work just fine, but towing mirrors will
provide greater visibility which maximize safety for you and others. Nerf bars can help you to step up into your vehicle more easily. That it did, when the Coyote Powered Mustang hit the dragstrip in late 2012 setting the world record on its third pass with a 7.02 @ 202.5 MPH!!At MMR customer Service is very important , MMR is rated by the BBB
(Better Business Bureau) with its highest possible rating (A+), has the best grade of all of its competitors, and stands behind all of its products and services.Welcome to Cquence, an online store that specializes in automotive brake parts! Cquence is committed to providing you with high-quality brake parts at affordable prices. If the part doesn't match
your VIN, we'll notify you prior to shipping the item(s). We have always backed our products with limited warranty, and our goal is to create long term relations based on quality and customer service. Our first brand was ""Kosoku Sports"" which was partnered with RJ DeVera who was named by SEMA and many other players in the industry as the
new generation God Father of Import Car Culture. We have grown to offer complete lines of AUDI, BMW, Mercedes Benz, and Porsche parts. We appreciate your understanding in case something like this does occur. After the successful release of the Meguiars Signature Series, we concentrated our efforts to expand the Pure Styling line. Then we
developed the ""Import Showoff"" brand Aerodynamic enhancement with Ken Miyoshi of Mainstream Production which is the first and most respected JDM Import Car Show even today. We didn’t stop there, next was build the fastest street style Modular powered vehicle, the new engine would be a 5.4 DOHC derived from the Lincoln Navigator, the
bigger cubic inches and 92mm custom turbo kit were sure to push this car into the record books again-that it did.In an effort to have the fastest street cars in California MMR has always pushed the limits of the streetable Mustang, of course today we have surpassed many of our goals by being rated in the TOP 10 by Hot Rod magazine in 2003 all the
way to holding the record for the fastest 5-speed mustang with an incredible 8.99@154 in 2003 along with being the worlds quickest and fastest Modular Powered Mustang using stock suspension in 2004 with an incredible 8.07 at 176.8 MPH.For the 2005-2008 Season MMR unleashed its newest breed of race car powered by the most powerful
modular engine in the world, making over 2100 HP! The new car was in the record books again with a 7.88 @ 182 making it the quickest and Fastest full bodied 05′ Modular Powered Mustang to date!2009 Finished with a bang for MMR and despite the economy MMR had its best year in sales ever, and continues the distribution of its legendary
engines to locations as remote as Iceland and as far as Australia.In 2009 Team MMR was working on its most potent racecar to date, a 2010 Shelby GT 500 powered by ultra High Tech Modular powerplant expected to propel the new car into the record books once again! In usual MMR Fashion it did. Keep in mind that the growth of our business has
been through word-of-mouth advertising, so we’re confident that you’ll choose a Clayton Off Road product once you’ve done your research.Pure Diesel PowerFrom mild to wild, our Pure Diesel Power has a wide variety of diesel performance parts and accessories and provides a fast, secure checkout process to get you up and running ASAP! We
provide parts for most diesel truck applications, semis, motorhomes and even some diesel cars. And we combine all those services and parts with employees that focus on attentive customer service, as well as equipment and technology to get the job done right. All of our products are designed with safety, comfort, better performance and appearance
in mind.What We DoThe process begins by selecting only the highest quality, OEM approved brake rotors. These facility improvements have expanded our manufacturing capabilities, warehouse space for increased on-the-shelf inventory, and our ability to react quickly to customer requests without skipping a beat. In June 2001, Clayton Off Road
Manufacturing, LLC was established and debuted its ZJ long-arm suspension at the Grand Slam East event in Gore, Va. Having driven the ZJ over 400 miles to the event, and then wheeling the toughest trails at the event, the suspension was a huge success. You can buy a certain brand that the whole internet uses for $895 plus shipping, or you can
treat yourself and spend a little extra on a new up-and-coming brand. Low prices, fast delivery, and great customer service are the standards you will find at Trail Duty.Welcome to efisupply.com, the web's premier source for aftermarket Electronic fuel injection components. The hardest part for you will be recharging the nitrogen, but if you do some
digging, that's easily solved. This knowledge and experience lets us help you build a vehicle that you can have trouble-free fun with for years.Don’t take our word for it. We are able to meticulously control the quality and inventory spanning from our manufacturer and vendors right to our facility. You want an oil that remains consistent and keeps
everything lubricated. With over 20 years of experience in the industry, we have been moving up in the performance brake marketplace. By August 2001, production was in full swing on the ZJ long-arm kits. Our R&D Team would also love to hear your ideas and make them a reality. The Heuberger Subaru Parts website contains the full catalog of
every Subaru genuine part currently available from the manufacturer. Another benefit of having the nerf bars is to protect the sides of your vehicle. We back this claim with a lifetime warranty against bending or breaking for any of our products.Clayton Off Road is not just a suspension manufacturer. Working with leading manufacturers around the
world allows us to showcase products that have been carefully crafted and selected. We pride ourselves with our unique approach of customized E-packages suiting your specific audio and video needs for turning your home entertainment, road ride, or boat adventure into a joyous experience. We pride ourselves on being a premier performance,
repair and service facility, and our customer's loyalty has allowed us to enjoy over 15 years in business. In February 2002, our 4-link rear WJ kit was released to complete our long-arm suspension kits for the unibody family of Jeeps. Due to it's huge success, our designs were copied by many others which we take as a form of flattery. Multiple positions
within the industry proved to be tiresome and so the owner decided to concentrate only on his growing business.MMR was the first company in 2003 to turbocharge an 03′ Cobra for the owners at X2C Motorsports, the results were astounding with 866rwhp on a completely stock engine equipped with a FAST system and MMR’s tuning ability. Its how
every build starts. We do our best to keep our website informative, interesting, and easy to navigate for auto enthusiasts. There are so many choices...brands you've heard of, brands you haven't, one brand looks exactly like another but its $300 less, etc. We developed Killerwaxx to make it easier for us to use in the field. From humble beginnings in a
very tiny warehouse, uniquestyleracings.com has grown to serve wholesale clients throughout the world. In July 2002, we started developing a long-arm, 4-link rear suspension system for the TJ. Immediately upon relocating, major renovation projects to both the exterior and interior began. We use machining techniques that do not compromise the
structural integrity of the brake rotors. In addition, our products have been used on daily drivers for customers across the country and around the world. At Unique Style Racing, our mission is simple - we would like to make available the convenience, quality and price you are looking for when shopping for Automotive Lighting. Be it for daily driving,
towing, drag racing, sled pulling, or just going fast, if you do not see a part on our site, have any questions about our performance diesel parts or just have general inquiries, please contact us at 715-254-1833.SSAutochrome is the premier source for all your Import Performance Products. We are continually growing our stock inventory as we aim to
eliminate backorders. Our extensive inventory allows us to have the products you need available for immediate shipment. If you don't have the confidence to do it yourself, anyone that can rebuild shocks should be able to do it for you. Mistakes do happen and we make every effort to ensure the information on our web site is accurate. Rest assured we
will work diligently to help you with your automotive needs.Unique Style RacingsWho are we? We offer custom fabrication that can meet just about any of your needs — from the simplest part, to a complete turnkey buggy. In November 2002, we became the first suspension manufacturer to offer long-arm suspensions for all four of the major Jeep®
models, TJ, XJ, WJ and ZJ. With the design improvements on the JK, Clayton Off Road developed a standard length-based control-arm suspension.Clayton Off Road Manufacturing, LLC wasn’t founded on a business plan. By working directly with foreign manufactures, we are able to control our product quality. The Versus crew lived the culture each
and every day and were some of the most informed Car Enthusiasts in the business. Or the oil inside; most companies just use some generic shock oil that wears quickly or turns to foam rather easily. We have detailed some of the top cars in the world. We are also drive-train experts with years of experience with transfer cases, drive shafts, gears,
lockers and complete custom-axle assemblies. dedicated to wholesale only in Los Angeles California, Versus Motorsport has cemented it's position as one of the design innovators and major brand developers in the import marketplace. We feel that we have achieved this goal based on consistent customer feedback and the growth we have seen in our
business over the years. Our aftermarket projector headlights will also provide a modern look to your vehicle with trendy features include Halo or sometimes called Angel Eyes, and LED Daytime Running Lights.Ford F150 trucks have been the best-selling trucks in U.S. for years, other popular full-size trucks include Chevy Silverado, Dodge Ram,
GMC Sierra and Toyota Tundra. At Road Entertainment, we're sparing you the hustle and hassle of endlessly searching and sifting for the product you're looking for. With the release of this kit in November 2002, Clayton Off Road became the only manufacturer to offer long-arm kits for all of the major Jeep models. In 2003 Design Engineering was
honored with the Best New Performance-Racing Product award from SEMA in recognition of outstanding and innovative design achievement for the introduction of our cryogenic intake system — CryO2™. Nerf Bars, also as known as side steps or step bars, which are bars that run along the sides of your vehicle. We encourage you to browse through
our extensive selection and hope that you too, will find that we take the hassle out of trying to find the right part.Custom Forged Wheel Company Located in Southern CaliforniaWhether you are looking for hardcore 4x4 off-road accessories and parts for your Jeep or other off-road vehicle, or the latest in high tech DVD headrest or rear view systems,
you will find them all here. If you are the DIY type, we can sell you a rebuild kit. This move resulted in closer relationships with OE car manufacturers, magazine editors, and industry innovators.Versus is no stranger when it comes to setting trends in the Tuner industry. Projector headlights concentrate the maximum amount of light source, and focus
to the light beam which provides stronger and further lighting in the dark compare to conventional headlights. All BMR Suspension components are engineered to fit with precision, withstand the forces of extreme competition, and improve traction and handling for quicker ETs so you can Dominate Your Competition with BMR Suspension!Design
EngineeringDesign Engineering, Inc.™ is one of the foremost suppliers of thermal tuning product featuring products for racers, street performance enthusiasts, and hobbyists alike. Every single part has a purpose and was chosen for good reason. Design Engineering will continue to explore areas and methods of identifying new product opportunities
and manufacturing processes to rapidly bring new products to the market.Here on DesignEngineering.com we offer a full line of performance products. Versus continued to expand its business by breaking into European markets not to mention being the first American Tuner Body Kit company to open it's door to France. Basically, anything and
everything relating to mobile audio and video products, tools, equipment, and systems, as well as a dazzling selection of consumer electronics from world renowned brands at the most compatible prices. We aim to meet or exceed the expectations of all drivers, so we devised brake rotor designs Street, Performance, and Sport that provide enhanced
performance and style. We are proud to offer you the highest quality product at a competitive price. We wish you all the best on your future culinary endeavors. You read reviews, you search google and you finally settle on two choices and it ultimately comes down to price. Our new X52 shock is user rebuildable. The owners quest for speed took him
from the garage environment to prototyping and installing Supercharger kits for PAXTON SUPERCHARGERS. Kiwi 3 utilizes Bluetooth 4.1 technology which gives it a significant edge over all other technology in the market. We partnered with OBD industry leading app developers DashCommand, Torque, Harry's LapTimer, OBD Auto Doctor, and
OBD Car Doctor to deliver the ultimate user experience. This was achieved by a combination of innovative technology along with our commitment to quality and service. First and foremost is our full line of thermal tuning products including exhaust wraps, heat shields, boot and wire protection, and the revolutionary CryO2 cryogenic intake systems.
Killerwaxx is for the car enthusiast. The New MMR GT500 broke the 200 MPH barrier with a 6.99 @ 205.4 making it the worlds fastest non tube Chassis Modular powered Mustang in the World!In 2011 MMR began work on its newest flagship, MMR entered the Pro ranks with its Jerry Haas Built Tube Chassis Mustang GT500, like all of the MMR
team cars it is powered by a 100% Built and engineered MMR Race engine making in excess of 3000HP. We use the highest quality OE supplier and aftermarket parts for durability and longevity. Wheels, mild performance upgrades and suspension. The car was featured on the cover of Super Street magazine shortly thereafter. Manufacturing and
warehouse operations were expanded and a state-of-the-art Research and Development department was added as well as additional office space. With all the products we have to offer, keeping your ride clean will be a breeze! From Crystal Blue Car Wash to Pro Finish Vinyl and Rubber Spray, Killerwaxx has everything you need to have your car
looking fresh and help keep it that way! Killerwaxx uses Grade #1 Brazilian Carnauba, which is the strongest available, and produces a longer lasting, deeper brilliant shine. How it all started. Killerwaxx has formulated their waxes to work on some of the toughest finishes to wax including, Black, Red, Candy, and Flake.Whether you are looking to add
style, function or both, we can help you upgrade your vehicle. Didn't you buy your car and modify it the way you wanted to stand apart from the crowd rather than join it? Our Mission. It's generic, no real frills and you have to pay extra for little things like rear camber plates, etc. At the same time, the Versus brand was licensed out to many different
Die-Cast companies making scaled car toys such as Jada Toys Mattel, Modified Car, Norev of France, Muscle Machines, Radio Shack and SST by Super Street magazine with more than 100 different car toys.In early 2003 Versus moved to a 30,000 sq. We strive to provide you the highest Cost Performance Index (CPI) on Automotive Lighting, which
translates for you to get the Best Quality with the most cost-effective price. Be sure to check our site often as we introduce new products frequently. They are well experienced and professionals in the detailing industry. Our fitment assistanceWe are happy to verify that the part you ordered matches your vehicle IF you provide us with your 17-digit
VIN (Vehicle Identification Number) during checkout. If you can't find someone and you don't want to do it yourself, send it back. MMR entered the record books again in 2015 with the worlds quickest and fastest Modular Powered 5.4 EVER running a best of 5.95 at 246.89 MPH and was the first 5.4 Modular powered vehicle to win a NMCA/NHRA
sanctioned event in 2012 and first to run in the 5’s.For 2012 MMR has spent countless hours of R+D perfecting the new High HP 5.0 Coyote Powerplants with hopes of building the most powerful Coyote engine in the world and certainly the quickest. What should you be expecting when setting out to browse our website? There's a lot of metal moving
very quickly inside the shocks, that generates a good amount of heat. We have over 5000 cars under our belt. Such are the facts and this is what you could and should expect.PLX Devices - Engine managementKiwi 2+, a classic with a new sleeker look. Something that distinguishes us from all other Auto Parts stores is that we are the importer on most
of our products. (uniquestyleracings.com does not have any affiliation with ACURA, AUDI, BMW (or BMW AG or Bavarian Motor Works or Bayerische Motoren Werke AG, MBZ, and Porsche.) Today, our ongoing R&D effort allows us to provide you with everything you see on our website as they hit the showroom. When we aren’t working, you’ll find us
competing at a local competition, on a trail ride with a local club or just out 4-wheeling with friends.All of the product designs and developments are thoroughly tested by the owners of Clayton Off Road in real world situations to ensure that the product is safe and properly functioning. To this day, RJ DeVera continues to work on our brand and
product development. You get something that works, and probably well enough for 75% of people. We have years of experience on the streets and the track that we're eager to put to work for you!Weapon R - Air Intake, Exhaust ChassisRoad Entertainment has been connecting consumers and enthusiasts of personal, mobile, and marine audio/video,
equipment, tools and toys to the right product since its inception in 2003. Together, we launched the Showoff Brand Body Kits, which set a new standard in the Tuner Industry. And it's complete with Subaru OEM part numbers, parts lists, and parts diagrams. ft. At Clayton Off Road, we have a passion for off-roading, Jeeps, and our business. We offer
a one year warranty against warping, cracking, and manufacturer's defects.Flatout SuspensionAs car enthusiasts, we know that when you get your hands on a car you like you have goals. Both brands have the best Light Weight Fiber Composite quality ever made in the world with perfect fit, no-waviness, smooth finish and ready to paint as OEM
products. But should it?Imagine, you've worked for weeks to save up for your next modification; in this case its the suspension. We're proud to offer a wide selection of high quality Electronic Fuel Injection supplies including: Accel DFI Thruster and Gen VII systems, Aeromotive, Bigstuff 3, Bosch, Delphi, FAST XFI, Lucas, Magnafuel, Mallory, NTK,
Siemens Deka and Wilson Manifolds. Pure Stying was developed as a perfect fitting, OEM SPEC Body Kit mainly using rigid Poly-Urethane material. Do some research and talk to someone that runs our products. We won’t sell you a product unless we have used it and tested it in our own vehicles to prove that it meets our standards. Every
manufacturer will tell you that their stuff is the best. state of the art freeway front facility to better serve the needs of our clients. At TopGearAutosport.com, you will find popular truck accessories include Towing Mirrors, Nerf Bars and Running Boards, Fender Flares, Grille and Bull Bar. It is our continued effort to offer top brands, innovative brake
rotor designs and brake pad formulations to suit all types of driving styles. We have reached every state in the U.S. and have also branched out into Canada, Korea, Japan and Mexico. Each application is drawn to scale and precisely CNC machined to achieve maximum quality and performance. We offer a comprehensive set of services including
automotive diagnosis and repair, scheduled maintenance, regular service schedules, and high performance upgrades. We are not new to the detailing business. Thank you for making Chowhound a vibrant and passionate community of food trailblazers for 25 years. Our core performance market is based on European, Exotic and Japanese vehicles, and
we specialize in European vehicle repair and diagnosis. We carry specific cab size length nerf bars to custom fit your trucks or SUVs.BMR Suspension Manufactures Quality Heavy Duty Performance Control Arms, Panhard Bars, Shock Tower Braces, K-Members, Lowering Spring Kits, CV Axle Shafts, A-Arms, Trailing Arms, Sway Bars, Anti-Roll Bar
Kits, Toe Rods, Driveshaft Safety Loops and much more. For this reason, we wish only to provide high-quality brake rotors that meet and exceed safety requirements. In addition to supplying the performance aftermarket with thermal tuning products, Design Engineering serves the needs of the powersports, marine, industrial and commercial industry
markets the world over.Design Engineering has now entered its second decade of business, and to keep pace with our growth, a new larger facility was acquired offering four acres for future expansion. In 2007, with the new JK hitting the market, we began to assess what kind of lift was needed. All orders are shipped directly to you from our Subaru
dealership parts department, so you can count on outstanding service, responsiveness, and professionalism from beginning to end. The Company started as a hobby with a solid business philosophy to provide our customers with the highest quality and most durable products available in the industry, with superior customer service. In fact, we are
dealers for many of the top manufactures in the United States. In 2001, after driving a ZJ with a 6” lift and a short-arm suspension for a year as a daily driver, he recognized the need for a new suspension system to make the ZJ a pleasure to drive again. The factory projector headlights usually come with a high cost, here at TopGearAutoSport.com, we
offer aftermarket projector headlights at a competitive cost than the manufacturer. Kiwi 2+ is an overhaul of the best selling Kiwi 2. We wanted something that was going to be "easy on", "easy off" but shined like a diamond and would last. Over the years, our products have been tested and abused in professional rock crawling competitions across the
country. 2001 was also a big year for us as we had our hands in working with the legendary movie The Fast and The Furious starring our Honda S-2000 and RJ DeVera.In 2002, we continued to release many brands of body kits partnering with big name companies such as 5-Axis, American Honda, RO_JA Ground Effects, Sparco, Super Street, and
Parotech. Later he was hired by the Famous Paxton Supercharger family to head up their sales and design division where he remained for a few years. We are now poised to easily handle additional growth and more customer demand.Our innovation continues to be recognized by industry peers. While others may offer components from more
manufacturers, we've yet to find an EFI application that cannot be handled using the quality products available from these fine vendors.We don't just sell you the parts and leave you to go it on your own, we provide the expertise needed to get the job done right! With a broad assortment of ECU's, wiring harnesses, sensors, throttle bodies, fuel
injectors, EFI ready manifolds, fuel pumps, fuel pressure regulators, wiring accessories, ignition components and more at our disposal, we're ready to take on your application be it supercharged, turbocharged, nitrous oxide equipped or naturally aspirated. Here you will find a collection of high quality Auto Accessories at an affordable price. Overkill
LightingTHE LIGHTING YOUR VEHICLE DESERVES!Heuberger Subaru PartsHeubergerSubaruParts.com is where you can buy Subaru parts and accessories at wholesale internet prices. Our “keep it simple” design philosophy makes our products reliable in order to provide years of trouble-free use. We followed the ZJ kit with the release of the XJ kit
in November 2001, and in December 2001, we began developing the first-ever WJ long-arm kit. Our Commitment to QualityBrake parts are an important safety element for any vehicle. We carry a vast inventory of Turbos, turbo kits, manifolds, turbo manifolds, wastegates, internal wastegates, external wastegates, Nissan turbos, Civic turbos, Integra
turbos, B16 turbos, B18 turbos, D16 turbos, fuel rails, intake manifolds, headers, catbacks, exhausts and more!Versus Trading CoEstablished in 1994 in Glendale, AZ, Versus Motorsport, Inc. We ensure that surface quality, vent designs, and finished surfaces meet or exceed strict standards. We'll take care of it for you for $125/ corner.Killerwaxx is a
grassroots company originally started in the Show Car Scene. The synthetic oil inside of every Flatout shock was chosen to preserve the life of the shock and to keep it running for years to come.Another reason to chose Flatout is servicing. Thank you for visiting uniquestyleracings.com! We are one of the fastest growing online auto parts &
accessories specialists. The highest quality hardware and components are used to create the best suspension products on the market. Installation of our products along with products created by other manufacturers is available at our facility. From the beginning, Versus Motorsport has served both the wholesale and retail markets.Since it's move in
1999 into a second facility with 5,000 sq. is a company with core roots in the beginning of the Import Car Culture era. Which do you chose? If you're still hung up on price...wait a moment...What do you get for $895? You can locate your VIN in several places, including: on your car's insurance policy or proof of insurance card; on your vehicle
registration; on the inside of the driver's door jam; on the vehicle where the front windshield meets the dashboard on the driver's side.Modular Motorsports RacingModular Mustang Racing (A division of Modular Motorsports Inc) was founded in 1993.It had its humble beginnings in a residential garage specializing in Mustang parts installations. Since
we specialize in only brake parts, we realize that there are many types of drivers. Sure, its a little more than that other brand, but for good reason. Using standard OBD, Bluetooth, and WiFi technology Kiwi 3 is compatible with any non-proprietary OBD app on the market including DashCommand, Torque, and Harry's LapTimer.2 times faster than the
closest competitorCompatible with Android, OR iOS/iPhoneLow power consumption (1.24 Watts active, 0.1 Watts sleep)Low profile (1.4” out of the OBD port)Manual reconnect push buttonKiwi 3 is the next generation of car to smartphone technology. Our distributors are not just sales reps. In an effort to broaden his knowledge in the Mustang
aftermarket field he accepted a position working for Best Products/Pro-M where he learned about the amazing science off Airflow Dynamics and Mass Air sensor technology. Over the years, we have painstakingly perfected all Acura related products on our site. Shattering all of the previous records set by MMR and others. For example; stainless steel
shims, they won't warp and they remain true in the worst conditions. Our very first product was produced in conjunction with Meguiars Integra Type R Project. If you're doing what everyone else does, what is there to talk about?The other choice is Flatout. You aren't getting some generically built shock. We use the latest technology to manufacture
our products, including laser cutters, CNC press brakes, millers and turning centers to provide close tolerance parts for your vehicle. You'll be thrilled by the user-friendly and an at-your-fingertips selection of customized packages and kits, fitting your specific home, car, truck, boat, and ATV entertainment needs. The innovation doesn't stop there as
Ny-Trex, our nitrous oxide line recently debuted its own unique tri-valve solenoid combining n2o, purge and fuel into one with much critical acclaim! DEI also offers Boom Mat acoustical insulation and sound deadening products and Radiator Relief performance additives.Excelerate PerformanceExcelerate Performance, established in 2003, is a
Connecticut based full service facility focused on performance, service and repair. However, we are not liable for typographical errors including uploaded information, vehicle descriptions, prices, specials, payments, accessories, options, colors, etc. Our high quality towing mirrors come with features include power adjustable mirror, heating feature
to eliminate frost, manual extendable telescoping, LED lights that synchronize to your turn signals. Since then, we have continued to work with other respected companies to become leaders in the art of Aerodynamics.In an effort to maintain our trendsetting ways, we at Versus continued to take the market to new levels with the launch of Pure Styling
in 2001. We pride ourselves on the fact that we use premium ingredients and produce one of the strongest waxes on the market available to the general public. We have the suspension and chassis components for your Camaro, Firebird, Nova, Trailblazer SS, SSR, Monte Carlo, Intrigue, Grand Prix, Regal, Cutlass, Grand Sport, El Camino, LeMans,
Chevelle, Malibu, GTO, G8, Grand National, CTS-V, Caprice, Skylark, Buick 442, Mustang GT, Shelby GT500 and many more generations of American musclecars from the 1960s to today, with a focus on LSX-powered machines. All brake rotors are manufactured to meet QS and ISO quality system standards and are a direct replacement for OEM
brake rotors with no modification required.
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